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Introduction
Landscape IS traditionally known as the genre in which the 'art for
art's sake' concept finds lts pnme reflection.*Until recently, therefore,
there was a virtually total lack of any lconographic approach in the
study of Netherlandish 16th and 17th-century landscape painting.
Where there was any allusion to lt, the 'content' of a pamted land-
scape was pnmanly identified with the artist's expenence of nature.
The reahsm exhibited by these landscapes —to a greater or lesser
degree —was associated with an Intention on the artist's part to hold
on to this aesthetic perception of the visible reahty, so as to allow the
spectator to share it. The broad compositional and spatial relation-
ships in the picture were regarded as the formal bearers of this
'content', on which the spectator's reception ought also to be focused.
Individual detaüs, whether belongmg to the landscape ltself or consist-
mg of human figures, were considered —hteially and figuratively —
only worth a glance in so far as they were the consütuents of these
formal relationships. Hence the hurnan element, small or sometimes
very smaU-scale as lt is and often consistmg in the 16th Century of
samts or bibhcal figures, was seen as completely secondary to the
landscape as a whole. Rather than attention to the individual detail and
lts significance, an aesthetic 'hohstic' perception of the picture was
postulated as the correct response to this genre.1
Of recent years, however, people have begun, albeit still only in
dnbs and drabs, to pay attention to other aspects of the content of
these pamtings. On the model of the lconographic approach of
Panofsky and De Jongh to 15th-century rehgious painting and
17th-century genre painting respectively, they have also started to
look at 16th and 17th-century landscapes on the premiss that an
mtellectual concept, such as an allegory, or a hterary given, such as
a story from the Bible, governs the scene down to its details.2 Some
authors have thought lt possible to trace a fundamental theme m large
groups of landscapes by different artists, e.g. Raupp and Bruyn, who
see the allegones of hfe's pilgnmage and the 'vanity', vanitas, of
earthly hfe represented m many 17th-century landscapes from the
Northern Netherlands.3 Others have concentrated on a sub-genre, hke
Goedde, who sees m 16th and 17th-century seascapes metaphors for
the horror and disharmony of earthly existence as opposed to the
harmony and peace of God's safe haven.4 Yet others have homed in
on the oeuvre of a Single artist and managed to trace a certain basic
theme, e.g. Wiegand in a study of the vanitas symbohsm in the
landscapes of Jacob van Ruisdael and Falkenburg in one on the
allegory of hfe's pilgnmage m the pictures of the first pamter to make
the landscape into an autonomous subject in the 16th Century, Joa-
chim Patinir.5 There are also art histonans who, keeping more to the
'surface' of the scene, have opted for a descnptive approach to certain
types of scene, e.g Van Straaten, who has wntten a history of the
rendenng of winter in 16th and 17th-century Netherlandish art.6 Just
as in many another study, one finds here too indications of the
symbohsm of individual landscape and figure motifs, although the
content of the scene as a whole remains unexplained.7 Sometimes a
separate pubhcation may also be devoted to the symbohc content of
a Single composition, as m the case of L. and G. Bauer's explanation
of Pieter Bruegel's Winter Landscape with Skaters and α Bird Trap,
Ellemus's Interpretation of a wooded landscape of 1590 by Lucas van
Valckenborch or Kauffmann's analysis of Jacob van Ruisdael's
Windrnül at Wyk bij Duurstede of c. 1670.8 Fmally, there are
relatively numerous art histoncal studies which, although admittedly
about the iconography of different types of scene —genre paintmgs,
for mstance —, nevertheless contam interpretations of mdividua!
landscape and figure motifs in pamtings of which a number could also
be classified as landscapes.9
This summaiy of lconographic studies of the Netherlandish 16th
and 17th-century landscape is not complete, even in respect ol its
diversity, but lt does allow the followmg general observations to be
made, The more research is done into the iconography of this kmd of
painting, the clearer lt becomes that the employment of a Single
monolithic concept 'landscape' —which is in fact a product of the
formal aesthetic approach sketched above —is quesüonable. What we
really have to do with is a conglomerate of various types of scene,
which may be closely related as far as their outward appearance is
concerned, but are by no means necessarily so in respect of their
content. It is not possible to write 'the' iconography of Netherlandish
landscape painting of the 16th and 17th centuries.
From the iconographic viewpoint there is no reason for regarding
the human figure, even at its small scale, as less important than the
landscape itself. This means that the boundaries between landscapes
and other genres —devotional painting in the early 16th Century and
the genre piece and history painting in the period thereafter—are
blurred.
Yet at the present State of research it is nonetheless possible to
point to some aspects of the iconography of Netherlandish 16th and
17th-century landscapes that repeatedly recur. In many of them it has
been thought possible to detect an 'iconographic structure' of antith-
eses between various landscape and figure motifs, which are expres-
sed visually in formal relationships in the scene, e.g. left versus right
or foreground versus background.10 Quite often this antithetical
relationship appears to have been conceived as a contrast between the
sinful worldly order and seif love (amor sui) and the divine order and
love of God (amor Dei) within the overriding theme of the need for
man to direct his life's pilgrimage to God and eternal life in the
hereafter.11 Moreover, the symbolical quality that is hereby to be
attached to individual landscape and figure elements in the scene
implies a completely different type of reception, or rather 'reception
technique', from the 'holistic' way of looking preferred by the formal
aesthetic approach. It seems that the spectator must precisely look
out for the individual, sometimes barely visible detail, so that he must
as it were undertake a visual journey through the landscape in order
to distill a coherent pictorial narrative and message from the different
motifs. And here it is necessary to think not only of the eye wander-
ing through the scene, but also of the accompanying mental act of the
successive Interpretation of individual moüfs.12
Focusing attention specifically on Southern Netherlandish land-
scape painting of the 16th Century, the question is do these observa-
tions, which in part are still of a preliminary character, also apply to
paintings by those artists who determined the face of the landscape
tradition before Pieter Bruegel appeared on the scene. In other words,
are landscapes with an antithetical iconographic structure also to be
found in the period between Joachim Patinir and Pieter Bruegel —c.
1525-65 —and is the 'reception-mode' for which these pictures were
conceived also to be characterized as a visual journey of Interpreta-
tion?
Joachim Patinir
In order to obtain a basis for our Interpretation of a number of
representative paintings of the period between 1525 and 1565, we
must first turn briefly to the pictures of the founder of this genre,
Joachim Patinir (c. 1485-1524).13 His landscapes show an obvious
geographical divergence between a wilderness with high, bare rocks
on the one hand and the gentle slopes of cultivated regions on the
other (figs. 1 and 2). This divergence has been interpreted as a
symbolic rendering of the contrast between the difficult narrow path
that leads to eternal life and the easy~bro'ad way of worldly life that
leads to eternal perdition respectively, in conformity with a landscape
knagery that goes back to biblical and Antique sources. Thus in
Patinir's case the antithetical structure of the landscape relates to a
Christian moralizing message focused on the perspective of eternity.
The figure element, consisting of a main scene and various subsidiary
ones, is also geared to this Programme. The main scene, in the
foreground, shows the Virgin and Child or a saint as representatives
of the Community of true pilgrims, who live on earth as strangers, but
know that their ultimate destination is with God in the Heavenly
Jerusalem. The subsidiary scenes, more in the background, illustrate
episodes in the life of the protagonist, which reveal his or her
exemplary virtue. This religious pictorial narrative is so placed in the
landscape, i.e. in the part with the rocky wilderness, that the figure's
association with the difficult, narrow path is also given visual expres-
1 Joachim Pdtinn, Landscape wdh the Ret.t on the Fhght mlo Egypt
Madrid, Museo del Prado
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sion. The figures peopling the inhabited regions, on the other hand,
engaged as they are in pursuing their worldly concerns, exemplify
sinful behaviour. Individual landscape motifs too play their role in this
symbolic world scene, where people are looking for salvation in either
earthly goods or heavenly things.14
Thus Patinir's Landscape with the Rest on the Flight into Egypt
in Madrid (fig. l)15 shows in the foreground of a landscape consisting
of the two distinct geographical regions described above the figures
of the Virgin and Child. At the Virgin's feet lies the baggage belong-
ing to the traditional outfit of the pilgrim. In the middle distance on
the left can be seen Joseph, the 'foster-father' of the Child, clad
entirely in pilgrim garb. These motifs make it plain to the beholder—
also in conformity with the characterization of Christ as the exem-
plary pilgrim in contemporary devotional literature — that the Child on
his flight into Egypt is held up as a model to hirn on his own earthly
pilgrimage. The scenes in the background — on the right the Massacre
of the Innocents in Bethlehem and the persecution by Herod's
soldiers, from which the Holy Family was forced to flee, and on the
left the Fall of the Idols, which according to the legends toppled off
their pedestals on the Holy Family's arrival in Egypt—are a reminder
and summary of this whole episode in Christ's infancy. In Patinir's
day this was seen as a prefiguration of the sufferings of Christ on his
earthly pilgrimage. Other individual landscape and figure motifs too
make their contribution to the exemplary rendering of opposing ways
of life on this earth. For example, a small crouching figure, to be seen
in the background on the right, relieving himself in front of a farm-
house in the region with cultivated farmlands is a symbol of the
sinfulness characteristic of this area. Conversely, the castle of diffi-
cult access high in the mountains in the background on the left is to
be understood as a symbol of the Heavenly Jerusalem, which can only
be reached by the narrow path that is hard to tread.
In Patinir's Landscape with St. Jerome in Madrid (fig. 2)16 the
association of the protagonist with the difficult path of life is made
even more clearly visible. St. Jerome is seated just in front of an
opening in the rocks in the foreground, behind which can be seen a
narrow path leading to the top of a mountain. In accordance with his
legend, he is pulling a thorn out of a lion's paw, a motif which must
be understood as containing an admonition to the spectator likewise
to pull out the thorn of sin that pierces the flesh of everyone, to go
through the 'strait gate' and climb the narrow path that leads to
eternal life (for this biblical metaphor see St. Matthew 7:13-14).
God's foregiveness, which awaits every repentant sinner at the end of
2 Joachim Patlmr, Landscape wtih St Jerome
Madrid, Museo del Prado
his life, is indicated here by a minuscule scene on top of the mountain
in question, which reminds us of an episode in the saint's life in which
he likewise forgave repentant robbers who had stolen a donkey. By
contrast, various subsidiary scenes in the background, which show
the robbers wandering lost in the inhabited world before they came to
contrition, exemplify the sinfulness of the pursuit of worldly goods.
This baleful striving is also expressed in all sorts of other small
landscape and figure details to be seen in these regions, e.g. in the
miners' hovels in the background on the right (which stand for delving
for earthly treasures) and in the 'blind pilgrim' led by a boy in the
right foreground, who is also blind in the spiritual sense and on his
way to perdition.
The small dimensions of a number of the above-mentioned details
in these paintings make it clear that for physical reasons alone it is
impossible lo perceive them individually at a single glance. These
dimensions and the Special significance of each separate motif make
the reading of the picture in successive stages the most obviously
adequate reeeption technique. Added to that is the fact that the
compositional principle of a main figure to which subsidiary scenes
are added is derived from Late Medieval devotional paintings, which
were meant for a similar kind of reeeption. This type of painting
usually showed the holy figures in close-up, in order to promote the
beholder's empathetic identification with them, and in addition often
contained all sorts of details, including subsidiary scenes with epi-
sodes from the life of the protagonist (fig. 3).17 These subsidiary
scenes served as a Visual guide for the meditation of the beholder on
successive episodes in the life of the holy protagonist, which bear
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3 Rogier van dei Weyden Madonna Enthroned
Lugano Thyssen Boinemisza Collection
upon Christian virtue and mysteries of faith Since the figure element
m Patimr's landscapes is a direct evolution from this type of devo-
tional painting (compare figs. 1 and 3), the 'reception-mode' of the
senes of small scenes in his landscapes will have been rooted in the
traditional reception of subsidiary scenes in devotional pamting.18
Patinir seems to have employed this narrative formula in order to
involve the spectator via both his eye and his mind in the world he
was portraying and lts symbolic dimensions. When the beholder lets
his eye travel over the landscape and his mind continually dwell on the
many details and their meaning, he as lt were himself undertakes the
'pügnmage through the world' which is the subject of the picture. In
this Visual and interprftdtive journey he actuahzes the theme of the
painting for himself.10
Hern met de Bles and Jan van Amstel
Turning to the themaüc dimensions of some pictures by two of the
most important representatives of landscape pamting between Patinir
and Bruegel, lt is clear that there are m any case great formal parallels
between the landscapes of Patinir and those of the first generations
of artists after him. The paintings of Hern met de Bles, the first
follower of Patinir known by name, and the Brunswick Mono-
grammist, who is presumed to be identifiable as Jan van Amstel, stem
roughly speakmg from the penod 1525-65 and have so much in
common with each othei that lt is sometimes difficult to distinguish
their individual hands: perhaps they even collaborated with each
other.20
The landscapes of both painters are characterized by an enormous
amount of small, sometimes minuscule details, both in the rendermg
of the landscape and the figure element. Their pamtings follow the
geographical bipartition of the landscape in Patimr's works, with a
broad subdivision of the scene as a whole into a wilderness area with
high rock formations on the one hand and a lower cultivated rural area
with extensive urban building on the other (figs. 4-7).21 lt must be
noted here, however, that, particularly in Hern met de Bles's land-
scapes, this division between wilderness and inhabited world is not
ngorously mamtained. One often also finds vdlages and isolated
farmhouses in the first area and sometimes the tops of entire
4 Hein met de Bles Landscape with the Roaa LO i
Vienna Akademie der bildenden Künste
5 Hein met de Bles Landstapt with St John thi Baptist Preadung
(Whueabouts unknown)
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6 Jan van Amstel Landscape with the Carrymg of the
Cross and Goigotha Basle Kunstmuseum
7 Jan van Amstel Landscape u>ilk the Enlry mlo Jerusalem
Stuttgart Staatsgalerie
mountam ranges bnstle with all sorts of castles and other fortifica-
tions, while, conversely, high mountains also loom up in the lmmedi-
ate environs of the mhabited regions. Hence not only IS the geographi-
cal bipartition less obvious than in Patmir's work, but this also
immediately raises the question of whether this configuration still
contains a specific meamng, or whether this is perhaps merely a
harking back to an existmg compositional model, now divorced from
its original Intention. In other words, is the iconography of these
landscapes still expressmg an antithetical relationship at all7
To find an answer to this question, we can turn to the figure
element in these landscapes. Here we find clear mdications that Hern
met de Bles and Jan van Amstel did also operate with antithetical
imagery In a Landscape with the Fhght into Egypt attnbuted to
Hern met de Bles in Copenhagen (flg. 8)22 the Holy Family can be
seen in the left foreground emergmg from a narrow opemng in the
rocks behmd them (the 'strait gate' of St. Matthew 7:13-14?) and
picking their way through an area of stony scrub. In the foreground
on the nght can be seen a large pleasure cart with rolhcking peasants,
carmval revellers so lt seems, whose merrymaking has gone to their
heads to such an extent that some of them are pitching into each
other, partly as a result of unseemly pawing. They are passing a herd
of pigs and the swmeherd is showing them the way to the town in the
distance, 'swme' evidently being a quahfication that applies to the
passengers too. Thus bibhcal pilgnms and worldly revellers unmis-
takenly represent two opposite ways of life here
In Hern met de Bles's Landscape with the Journey to Emmaus in
Antwerp (fig. 9)23 we come upon a theme which is new in landscape
painting, but which is charactenstic of the choice of New Testament
8 Heiü mei ^e Bles Landscape uilh the, F/ighi into Fgypt
Copenhagen Statens Museum for Kunst
9 Hern met de Bles Landscape with tht Journey to Emmaus
Antwerp Museum Mayer van den Bei gh
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subjects in many of his and Jan van Amstel's landscapes. The
replacement of saints by biblical figures, whose lives can be held up
to the faithful as models — a replacement already detectable in
Patinir's transformation of the traditional devotional painting into an
exemplary narrative24— seems to be linked to a growing preference
for strictly biblical givens, which characterizes the religious iconogra-
phy of 16th-century Netherlandish art in general, certainly in the first
half of the Century. This preference for New Testament scenes was
determined by the desire of many in the 16th Century to take the Bible
and the lives of biblical figures as direct models for their own way of
life and no longer to give the preference as such to saints who had
been the traditional models for the faithful in their efforts to live in a
manner pleasing God.25 The Emmaus story in Herri met de Bles's
landscape is presumably also to be understood as such an example of
'Gospel ethics'. Since the High Middle Ages this story had been
expounded as an example of life's true pilgrimage.26 The Bible itself
already describes how on their journey to Emmaus the two disciples
were still blind to the true identity of their fellow-traveller and how it
was only at the breaking of bread by Christ during the supper at
Emmaus that their eyes were opened and they recognized their
companion as the living Lord, raised from the dead (St. Luke 24:13
-32). In Medieval exegesis this became an exemplary story about the
inward turning to Spiritual union and communion with Christ to which
everyone must come on his earthly pilgrimage through life. In accor-
dance with this we can also understand the biblical scenes in Herri
met de Bles's landscape as an appeal to the spectator to enter on the
true pilgrimage of life in emulation of the disciples on their way to
Emmaus —see the scene in the left foreground—and to let his eyes be
opened physically and spiritually to the Lord —note the minuscule
scene of the Supper at Emmaus, shown in a window of the castle on
the mountain in the left background.
The right side of the composition contains individual motifs that
are difficult to Interpret in any other way than as Symbols of conduct
antithetical to that of true pilgrims. The activity around the farmhouse
and that of the fishermen on the river need not be explained pejora-
tively perhaps, although it has to be said that a dovecote built on to
a farmhouse does not have a positive connotation either in Patinir's
work or in later landscape paintings, since in the 16th Century 'dove-
cote' was a well known synonym for a brothel.27 However, the small
place of execution behind the fishermen suggests little that is good
about the inhabitants of these regions.28 Still further in the back-
ground one sees people in a pleasure cart hurrying to the town,
10 Hern met de Bles, Landscape with the Road to Calvary
Rome, Gallena Dona Pamphih.
preceded by the two tiny figures of the 'blind pilgrim' and his guide.
Here too these figures must be seen as diametrically opposed to the
true pilgrims on the left of the landscape.
In a series of landscapes by Herri met de Bles and Jan van Amstel
with the Road to Calvary and the Crucifixion at Golgotha we encoun-
ter amid the extensive human Staffage unmistakable examples of a life
literally and figuratively crosswise to the Passion of Christ. The
Landscape with the Road to Calvary by Herri met de Bles in Rome
(fig.10) offers a wide panorama with many figures.29 They are ac-
companying Christ on his way from Jerusalem, in the background on
the left, to Golgotha, the place of his crucifixion, in the background
on the right. In the middle distance —although this is rather difficult
to see amid the tangle of figures — Christ is shown at the moment
when he falls under the weight of the cross and Simon of Cyrene is
forced by soldiers to carry it for him (see St. Luke 23: 26-32). Just
behind them can be 'seen the women among Christ's followers, who
are weeping and wailing over the approaching death of their Lord. At
the side of the road, on the other hand, this scene is being watched,
apparently impassively, by little groups of peasants on their way to
market with their wares. In itself the scene with Simon of Cyrene
contains few visible indications of the idea that it embodies an appeal
to the spectator also to come to the imitation of Christ, although it
must be said that this is in fact an obvious implication of this theme.
What is striking is that Simon is the only person in the picture who
is looking straight at the spectator, as if by so doing to raise the
question of the latter's involvement with Christ's sufferings.30 Α
further point is that Simon's travel requisites strongly resemble the
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pilgrim's outfit at the Virgin's feet in Patinir's Rest on the Flighl into
Egypt (fig. 1), thus associating the whole scene with the theme of the
pilgrimage of life. Thanks to the contrast between Simon and the
women on the one hand and the peasants looking but not participating
on the other, however, we can still be certain that the painter's
intention in this picture was to bring out the Imitation of Christ as
opposed to the amor sui of those pursuing their worldly concerns.
The reason why we can be so certain about the antithetical role of
the peasants is that they also play it in another series of landscapes
by Herri met de Bles and Jan van Amstel and that even more clearly
than here.31 In Bles's Landscape with St. John the Baptist Preaching
(fig. 5) St. John is shown on the left calling his hearers to repentance,
while on the other side peasants go their way unperturbed, making for
a busy market in the background on the right, Jaden with their goods.
In a Landscape with the Road to Calvary by Jan van Amstel
(fig. I I ) 3 2 the role of peasants as examples of the worldly life is
expressed by the fact that the procession they form with a farm cart
drawn by horses is literally crosswise to that of the people ac-
companying Christ to Golgotha. That going to market and transport-
ing worldly goods exemplifies a life that is the reverse to the way of
the cross is also made directly visible in Jan van Amstel's Landscape
with the Road to Calvary in Paris.33 Here the procession with Christ
and a number of peasants with a horse and cart piled high with hay
are passing each other in opposite directions, each going their own
way.34 In Van Amstel's Landscape with the Carrying of the Cross
and Golgotha (fig. 6) even more emphasis is placed on the identifica-
tion of peasants with earthly goods and worldly life. While the
Carrying of the Cross and the Crucifixion are placed in the back-
11 Jan van Amstel, Landscape with Ihe Road to Calvary
Amsterdam, Stichting Ρ and Ν de Boer Collectlon
ground and middle distance, the foreground is occupied by peasants
who, unmoved by the spectacle, are continuing on their way to the
town heavily laden with all sorts of market wares. Some of them are
so deeply absorbed in their own world that as they pass Golgotha
they even fail to look up or around, blind and deaf as they are to the
Passion of Christ and the appeal to compassion and emulation
contained in this tragedy.
The bipolarity between two ways of life, which is also expressed in
these paintings by formal means, is handled the most subtly in this
entire series of landscapes in Jan van Amstel's Landscape with the
Entry into Jerusalem, (fig. 7). Here Christ can be seen in the centre
of the composition riding on~a donkey along a road leading from the
mountains in the background on the left to Jerusalem in the distance
on the right. Α number of elements in the composition closely follow
the biblical account in St. Matthew 21: 1-11, in particular verses 6-9,
which speak of an ass and a colt, which the disciples brought to Christ
for his entry, and of clothes which they draped over the ass. In
accordance with this text one also sees a large multitude of people
spreading their garments on the road to welcome Christ, while others
have cut branches from the trees and strewn them in his path as a
mark of honour. Yet others are lifting up their arms or clapping their
hands in elation to praise God for the Coming of his Son. Here again
peasants observe this scene from a distance and are clearly in no mind
to be diverted from their plan of going to market. But a much sharper
contrast to the homage and jubilation of the multitude is the attitude
of various participants in the procession and some of the bystanders.
The Pharisees on the right—representatives of 'official' religion
recognizable from the inscriptions on their garments —look on dis-
approvingly. One of them is having his hand read by a peasantwoman
(or gipsy), while a servant accompanying him is holding a cap in his
hand and has a mantle thrown over his shoulder, in contrast to those
who are spreading out their garments before Christ. While the
conduct of the Pharisees is still a motif that goes back to the biblical
account of the entry (in this case St. Luke 19:39), there is not a Single
biblical source for that of other figures. Α magistrate immediately
beside the Pharisees is Coming to blows with a number of boys in a
way quite at odds with his dignity and there are others too who are
not doing what one would expect of them. Α man in Jesus's train is
kicking the colt, while behind him a fight has broken out among three
men over the garments that have just been laid down in Christ's
honour and right beside them some children are acting improperly in
their own way with what only a moment ago were marks of respect,
by making a large branch the object of their game. Contrasting even
more flagrantly with the behaviour one would have expected of
Christ's followers is that of a man a bit further away who, un-
observed, is using a knife to cut off the purse of his companion deep
in discussion. Another companion seems to have more of an eye for
the produce of one of the watching peasantwomen than for the
procession itself.
This landscape too unmistakably exhibits a basic antithesis in the
pictorial narrative, which can be read directly from the outward
appearance of the scene itself and for which no knowledge of literary
sources is necessary apart from that of the Bible. However, there still
remains the question as to what the precise connection is between all
these examples of unchristian behaviour, which contrast so strongly
with the rejoicings and homage of those welcoming Christ. The key
to this is perhaps to be found in the central figure of Christ. He has
his right hand pressed against his eyes, a gesture undoubtedly derived
from the biblical account in St. Luke's Gospel (19: 41-42).35 There
Christ is said to have 'wept over' the city of Jerusalem in his sorrow
that 'the things which belong to the peace' of the people were still 'hid
from their eyes'. Hence it is not only obvious that Christ's gesture in
Van Amstel's landscape should be interpreted as an expression of his
'weeping' over the people, but also that the misconduct of some of
those in this picture should be seen as visualizations of the inner
blindness of both the bystanders and his own followers to the gospel
he brought. Behind his back they are practising the opposite of the
love of one's neighbour and the peace of the kingdom of God which
he continually preached.
It is possible, but further research would be needed to prove it, that
with this theme —the outward seeing of Christ and his deeds on earth,
but inner blindne&s to his message —we touch on a purport conveyed
by a number of landscapes by Herri rnet de Bles and Jan van Amstel.
The inner imperturbability of the peasants on beholding Christ's
sufferings in Bles's landscapes with the Carrying of the Cross and
their absorption in their earthly concerns in those of Jan van Ams-
tel—to the extent that they sometimes have no outward eye for
Christ either—could equally exemplify this inner blindness. As we
have seen, the Emmaus story also centres on the basic theme of the
initial blindness of the disciples to the true identity of Christ, which
they only recognize during the supper at Emmaus.
It seems to all appearances that when we view the landscapes of
Paünir, Bles and Van Amstel together, the basic bipolarity of the
iconographic structure of the picture can be discerned to be a con-
stantly recurring phenomenon. Their paintings make visible a complex
of themes which encompasses not only the allegory of life's pilgrim-
age, but also a contrast between the 'Gospel ethics' that Christ held
up to his followers as a model and the conduct of the world that is
blind to his message.
Implicit in this theme itself, of course, is an appeal to the spectator
to take this teaching about the good and evil path in the world
personally, in conformity with the lessons in Christian morality people
in the 16th Century were used to take to heart from other forms of
visual art.36 But there is reason to believe, as was the case with
Patinir, that Herri met de Bles and Jan van Amstel also wanted to
stimulate the spectator's involvement in the edifying implications of
the scene by formal means.
The great quantity and diversity of landscape and figure details in
these paintings make them difficult to read. The fact that the biblical
protagonists are often of minuscule dimensions and situated in distant
corners of the landscape or amid a great mass of other figures
prevents them from being immediately obvious to the eye. Only after
some searching is it possible for the spectator to perceive them and
then often only with difficulty. As has been said, this type of pictorial
narrative stems from Late Medieval devotional painting, where it
serves as a visual guide for the spectator's meditation on successive
events in the life of the protagonist—a visual meditation which could
actually encompass many more aspects of the events (moral and
emotional ones, for example) than the composition itself shows in its
few small stereotyped figures. It may be doubted whether the word
'meditation' remains an adequate term for the 'reception-mode' of this
serial type of pictorial narrative in 16th-century landscapes. But the
mere tracing of the scenes itself indisputably implies a successive
reading of the composition, which carries an element of duration such
as belongs to the process of meditation in the sense described.
Moreover, it is also the case here that events are often rendered in a
kind of shorthand, so that the spectator has to have great powers of
Imagination in Order to recognize the episode in question in a few
summary figures. This holds good, for instance, for the Supper at
Emmaus in Bles's landscape in Antwerp (fig. 9), for the Baptism of
Christ in the left background of his Landscape with St. John the
Baptist Preaching (fig. 5) and for the various scenes of the Road to
Calvary and the Crucifixion in the landscapes by him and Van Amstel
mentioned above. Late Medieval meditation methods demanded of the
faithful, precisely where contemplation on the life of Christ was
concerned, a high degree of mental visualization of the events in his
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hfe, as well as a large measure of empathy with their Lord and
willmgness to model their own hves after his.37 Thus everything
points to the pictonal narrative in Bles's and Van Amstel's land-
scapes being meant for a type of reception that had a very great deal
m common with these traditional methods of meditation as regards
the demands made on the spectator's mental visuahzation and partici-
pation. It has also been explamed above that the landscapes of Bles
and Van Amstel with their great multitude of human figures also
invite the beholder to view each non-bibhcal figure mdividually at lts
anecdotal value and to look for a possible deepei meamng m the
broader context of the subject of the picture as a whole. That IS to
say, the personal contnbution of the spectator in mterpreting the
scene is not an exaggerated and misplaced 'reading in' of motifs, but
a mental activity which the picture demands and which is enürely in
hne with traditional meditation on Images
When we now reahze that the perception of the vanous anecdotal
motifs—bibhcal and non-biblical — must have implied a process of
some duration and that this must, moreover, have been alhed to a
certain degree of Visual and mental effort, we are stiuck by the fact
that the reception of the picture must have led the spectator to
expenence lts basic theme as it were in his own person. The difficult
path of hfe propagated by the vanous motifs was actually trodden by
the beholder in a certain sense, as, in his mterpretative journey
through the landscape, he tned to find his way through the multiplicity
and vanety of the details with his eye and his thoughts pausing to
consider their external appearance and mtnnsic meamng. Hence the
question of whether he rajiked among those who are blmd to the moral
appeal of the Gospel and, hke the peasants, opt for the way of the
flesh, or whether he paid heed to the signs of salvation that are still
difficult to see in this world, became for him a personal and actual
one. These landscapes will naturally have been a dehght to the eye of
the 16th-century beholder, but at the same time they will have been
able to help him to gam an insight into the quahty of his own morahty.
At the present State of research it is still difficult to trace the
precise character and roots of the spintuahty revealed by the under-
lying subject-matter of these landscapes. Yet it can in general be said
that this subject-matter, includmg the thinking in antitheses bound up
with it, fits in with the thought of Erasmus of Rotterdam. The
fundamental antithesis between the domain of the flesh and the realm
of the spint, the spintual blmdness of those who keep only to outward
ntuals versus the spintual enhghtenment of those who avow the true
inner expenence of faith, the hypocrisy of the representatives of the
church (cf. the role of the Phansees in Van Amstel's pamting in
Stuttgart), the ethics of the Gospel as the key to the Imitation of
Christ and the allegory of the pilgrimage of hfe, all these constitute
central themes m the works of this Christian humamst.38 It would,
however, be taking to narrow a view to associate the spintuahty
evinced by Erasmus with him alone. The need to decide for oneself
on questions of rehgious belief and ethics and the tendency to see the
Bible as the word of God, from which the precepts for daily hfe can
be directly distilled, to see an Opposition between spint and flesh and
especially to regard the Imitation of Christ as the sure way to
salvation comprised an ideal that had gnpped many in the first half of
the 16th tentury.39 Thus Erasmus did not invent this new spintuahty,
but he will have been regarded by many at this period as lts most
eloquent advocate. At the time when institutional rehgion had reached
a cnsis —roughly the period between the appearance of Luther and
the re-instituüonahzation of the Cathohc and Protestant churches
after 1550 —many will have consulted the writings of Erasmus m
their growing need to see rehgious and ethical questions as problems
of personal choice and responsibility.
The landscapes by Patmir, Bles and Van Amstel reviewed heie
breathe the same spint.40 As is often indicated by term 'world land-
scape' they do indeed give a picture of the world, albeit not so much
of the outward beauty as of the inner blmdness of the world; they
focus not on Visual reahty rendered for lts own sake, but on bibhcal
ethics as seen from the perspective of a new spintuahty
Translated by Patricia Waidle
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